Carbon stocks in tropical forests decrease with liana density
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Tropical forests are experiencing structural changes that may reduce carbon storage potential. The recent increase in liana abundance and biomass is one such potential change. Lianas account for approximately 25 per cent of woody stems and may have a strong impact on tree dynamics because severe liana infestation reduces tree growth and increases tree mortality. Based on forest inventory data from 0.1 ha plots, we evaluated the association between above-ground carbon stocks and liana abundance in 145 tropical forests worldwide. Liana abundance was negatively associated with carbon stocks of large trees (greater than 10 cm diameter), while it was not related to small trees (10 cm diameter or less). Results suggest that liana abundance may have pervasive effects on carbon stocks in tropical forests, as large trees store about 90 per cent of total forest carbon. We stress the need to include liana abundance in carbon stocks estimates, as this can enhance the accuracy of predictions of global changes in tropical forests.

1. Introduction

Tropical forests contain over 30 per cent of global carbon stocks [1] and hence, significant modifications in them may have a major impact on the global carbon cycle. The recent increase in liana abundance and biomass is a remarkable structural change in tropical forests [2]. Increasing atmospheric CO₂, evaporative demand and forest fragmentation and turnover are among the main drivers of liana increase [2,3]. Lianas are a key structural component of tropical forests; they constitute approximately 25 per cent of woody stems and species diversity [3]. Lianas are structural parasites of trees and, as a result, are often detrimental to their host trees, competing for above- and below-ground resources and decreasing tree reproduction [3–5].

An increase in liana density could have a disproportionate impact on carbon dynamics [2]. Heavy liana infestations increase the probability of mortality of tree species in mature forests, reduce tree growth and limit tree regeneration [4,6,7]. Infestation rates by lianas increase with trunk diameter, with large trees (greater than 10 cm diameter), which usually store over 90 per cent of carbon [8], showing higher infestation rates than small trees (10 cm diameter or less; [9]). Thus, lianas may reduce the amount of carbon that is sequestered in tree biomass. The loss in tree biomass is hardly compensated for by the increase in liana biomass. Liana stems generally constitute less than 10 per cent of the above-ground biomass (AGB) in mature tropical forests [8] due to their relatively slender stems and low wood density [3].

The role of lianas in forest carbon sequestration has been discussed earlier [2,3]. Nonetheless, lianas have been neglected in studies evaluating variation in above-ground carbon (AGC) stocks in tropical forests [1,10]. We examined the relationship between AGC storage and liana abundance for small (10 cm diameter or less) and large trees (greater than 10 cm diameter) across 145 tropical forests worldwide. We hypothesized that AGC would be lower in plots with higher abundance of lianas, and that lianas would have a stronger...
effect on AGC of large trees. We also assessed the influence of climatic factors on carbon storage to weight their importance against lianas. Furthermore, we evaluated whether dominance of the tree community varies with liana abundance given that a few species may account for approximately 80 per cent of total carbon stocks in mature tropical forests [11].

2. Material and methods

(a) Study sites

We used a pantropical database collected by Gentry consisting of all lianas, trees and shrubs of diameter 2.5 cm or more at breast height (DBH) in 0.1 ha plots. Each plot encompasses 10 transects of 2 × 50 m distributed in zig-zag across mature forest, avoiding edges and successional habitats [12]. Mean annual precipitation (MAP) and mean annual temperature (MAT) were estimated for each location using the WorldClim database [13]. Dry season length was defined as the number of consecutive months with rainfall less than 100 mm [14]. The final dataset included 145 plots of tropical forests from five continents (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S1): 46 dry forests, 49 moist forests and 50 wet forests (figure 1; categories follow Chave et al. [15]).

(b) Carbon stocks

AGB of small trees was estimated using an allometric equation based on DBH (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2, [16]). To calculate the AGB of large trees, we used a pantropical equation described in Chave et al. [15], which uses DBH and wood density for each tree species for each forest type (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). Wood density data were derived from the literature [17]. When wood densities were not available at species level, we used genus level (for 45% of species), family level (for 9% of species) or an overall tropical mean of 0.6 g cm⁻³ (1% of species). Special cases were solved as in Chave et al. [17]. For individuals with multiple stems, we calculated AGB of each stem and summed them. AGB of lianas was estimated using an allometric equation based on basal area [18]. We estimated AGC (Mg C ha⁻¹) per plot as AGC = AGB × 0.47 per plot area [16]. Since liana infestation may covary with wood density [4], we also estimated AGC for large trees using an allometric equation based on DBH only [19]. Analyses for large trees using equations with and without wood density provided similar results (see the electronic supplementary material, appendices S2 and S3).

(c) Statistical analyses

To evaluate the effect of lianas on carbon stocks, we used simple and multiple regressions. First, we conducted simple linear regressions to evaluate the independent effects of lianas and each climatic factor on AGC. We then conducted a multiple regression including only those variables that had significant effects in simple regressions. To examine the relative importance of each parameter in the full model, we partitioned the total variation in the response variable. We evaluated the effect of lianas on the dominance of the tree community with simple linear regression using the Simpson’s dominance index, which was calculated using abundance as tree density (no. trees ha⁻¹) and basal area (m² ha⁻¹). Variables were square-root transformed to meet regression assumptions. We tested normality of residuals using the Shapiro–Wilks test and plotted fitted values against residuals to test for non-constant variance.

3. Results

The 145 pantropical sites spanned a considerable range in MAP (494–5175 mm), MAT (12–28 °C) and dry season length (0–10 months; electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). Small trees accounted for less than 10 per cent of carbon stocks, whereas large trees stored over 90 per cent of total forest carbon (table 1). Neither liana abundance nor climate variables were related to carbon stocks of small trees. However, carbon stocks of large trees were negatively associated with liana abundance at plot level (figure 2). The linear fit showed that stored carbon in forest plots where lianas were highly abundant was less than one-half of that in plots with low liana density (figure 2). Liana abundance alone explained as much variation in carbon stocks as MAT (R² = 0.11; table 2). After controlling for variation in climate variables across sites, this effect was still significant, and liana abundance explained more variation in carbon stocks (R² = 0.10) than MAT and MAP together (R² = 0.06 and R² = 0.03, respectively; table 2). Lianas contributed 5 per cent of forest AGC (see table 1 and electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). Liana abundance did not affect dominance of the tree community as indicated by the Simpson index using tree density (t = −0.31, p = 0.75) or tree basal area (t = −1.35, p = 0.17).

4. Discussion

This is the first comprehensive evaluation of the relationship between liana abundance and AGC stocks across tropical forests. Results indicate that lianas could reduce AGC by up to 50 per cent in large trees, which account for 90 per cent of total carbon stored in tropical forests. A study in an Amazonian forest reported that liana-free trees contained 25 per cent less carbon per unit basal area than liana-infested trees [9], thus suggesting a positive association between lianas and
carbon. However, this one-site study included areas with regular disturbance (seasonal flooding), and thus it cannot be considered representative of tropical mature forests. We found that dominance of the tree community did not vary with liana abundance across forest plots. Although we lack data on individual tree infestation, this suggests that lianas reduce carbon stocks via increased proportion of infested trees and/or more severe infestations rather than by removing high-biomass, dominant trees. The proportion of infested trees per hectare may be as high as 50 per cent in some tropical forests [6,9]. Reduced C stocks in trees were not driven by changes in wood density as a consequence of compositional shifts. This was verified by the fact that results were the same when we estimated AGB with and without considering wood density, thus suggesting that the negative relationship between lianas and C stocks is mainly explained by lianas’ impact on tree diameter.

Empirical studies provide possible mechanisms underlying the negative effects of lianas on carbon stocks. The high leaf–stem ratio allows lianas to aggressively compete with trees by deploying leaves on the canopy and covering tree crowns. By competing with trees, lianas are able to reduce annual increments of tree biomass by 10 per cent, equivalent to 0.25 Mg C ha$^{-1}$ yr$^{-1}$ [4], and may reduce tree growth and reproduction even at low abundance [4,5]. Large lianas, which represent approximately 6 per cent of woody stems of 10 cm or more, are able to remove 30 per cent of tree basal area in mature forests [20]. Moreover, the probability of mortality for liana-infested trees is two to three times greater than for liana-free trees [6,20]. Over time, this liana-driven reduction in tree biomass may affect the ability of tropical forests to store carbon and might alter global climate by releasing some of the carbon currently stored [1].

Notwithstanding the compelling arguments and evidence presented here, alternative explanations for the liana–carbon relationship may be explored. Liana abundance is correlated negatively with rainfall and positively with seasonality.
across the tropics [14,21]. Low-carbon forests in this study include seasonal and deciduous forests with long dry seasons. Lianas may be particularly successful in these forests due to their efficient vascular system and their extended leaf longevity [3,21]. Future research should address these alternative explanations quantitatively. This will lead to a better understanding of the impact of lianas on carbon stocks, thus improving predictions of global change in tropical forests.
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